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Abstract
There have been increasing calls for clinicians to document social determinants of health (SDOH) in electronic health records (EHRs).
One potential source of SDOH in the EHRs is in the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-
10-CM) Z codes (Z55–Z65). In February 2018, ICD-10-CM Official Guidelines for Coding and Reporting approved that all clinicians,
not just the physicians, involved in the care of a patient can document SDOH using these Z codes.
To examine the utilization rate of the ICD-10-CM Z codes using data from a large network of EHRs.
We conducted a retrospective analysis of EHR data between 2015 to 2018 in the OneFlorida Clinical Research Consortium, 1 of

the 13 Clinical Data Research Networks funded by Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute. We calculated the Z code
utilization rate at both the encounter and patient levels.
We found a low rate of utilization for these Z codes (270.61 per 100,000 at the encounter level and 2.03% at the patient level). We

also found that the rate of utilization for these Z codes increased (from 255.62 to 292.79 per 100,000) since the official approval of
Z code reporting from all clinicians by the American Hospital Association Coding Clinic and ICD-10-CM Official Guidelines for Coding
and Reporting became effective in February 2018.
The SDOH Z codes are rarely used by clinicians. Providing clear guidelines and incentives for documenting the Z codes can

promote their use in EHRs. Improvements in the EHR systems are probably needed to better document SDOH.

Abbreviations: ADI = area deprivation index, AHA= American Hospital Association, EHRs = electronic health records, ICD-10-C
= International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification, PCORI = patient-centered outcomes research
institute, SDOH = social determinants of health, US = the United States.

Keywords: electronic health records, International Classification of Diseases, tenth revision, clinical modification, social
determinants of health
1. Introduction
In the past decade, there has been an increasing recognition of the
powerful role of social determinants of health (SDOH) in shaping
people’s health across a broad variety of health outcomes.[1] The
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World Health Organization defines SDOH as the conditions in
which people are born, grow, live, work, and age.[2] These factors
include social circumstances and environmental exposure such
as education, employment, food, housing, social support, and
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psychosocial factors. There is a growing body of evidence
demonstrating the significant impact of SDOH, such as education
and employment, on a wide range of health outcomes.[1] It has
been estimated that that SDOH could be responsible for up to 40
percent of all preventable deaths in the United States (US),
whereas better medical care is responsible for a much smaller
proportion, 10–15 percent, preventable deaths in the US.[3–5] All
the evidence suggests that efforts to improve health need to look
beyond the healthcare system as the key driver of health, and start
to address the social and environmental factors that influence
health outcomes.
Given the strong evidence that SDOH impacts health, there

have been increasing calls for clinicians to document and attend
to these factors.[6] In 2014, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) of the
U.S. National Academy of Sciences recommended that 10 social
and behavioral domains be documented in electronic health
records (EHRs).[7,8] These factors included race/ethnicity,
education, financial resource strain, stress, depression, physical
activity, nicotine use/exposure, alcohol use, social connections/
social isolation, exposure to violence, and neighborhood
characteristics (e.g., census-tract median income).[7] Since then,
healthcare systems have explored ways to capture data on SDOH
and integrate themwith patients’ EHRs.[9,10] For instance, a set of
EHR-based SDOHdata collection tools have been developed and
tested in several community health centers.[11]

Beyond the efforts of creating new SDOH collection and
integration tools, 1 potential source of SDOH data already exists
in EHRs. There is a specific subset of the International
Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification
(ICD-10-CM) codes, the Z codes (Z55-Z65), that are intended to
document patient’s’ SDOH related to their socioeconomic,
occupational, and psychosocial circumstances. To promote the
use of these Z codes, the American Hospital Association (AHA)
Coding Clinic published advice in February 2018 that allows all
clinicians (eg, nurses), not just the physicians, involved in the care
of a patient to document SDOH using these Z codes.[12] In the
same month (February 2018), this advice was officially approved
by the ICD-10-CM Cooperating Parties and incorporated into
the ICD-10-CM Official Guidelines for Coding and Report-
ing.[13]

The goal of the current study was to examine the utilization of
the ICD-10-CMZ codes between 2015 to 2019 using data from a
large collection of EHRs in the OneFlorida Clinical Research
Consortium,[14] 1 of the 13 Clinical Data Research Networks
funded by Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute
(PCORI). As a network, OneFlorida provides care for more
than 50% of Floridians through 4,100 physicians, 914 clinical
practices, and 22 hospitals covering all 67 Florida counties. In
this study, we reported the utilization rates of the SDOH Z codes
at both the encounter and patient levels, and tested whether the
rates differed by period (before and after the approval of the AHA
advice for documenting Z codes), age group, sex, race-ethnicity,
encounter type, and payer type. We further compared the rates of
selected Z codes to the rates of their corresponding social
problems reported in the population using US census data. To our
knowledge, there exists no studies that have examined the
utilization of the ICD-10-CM Z codes using data from a large
network of EHRs. One prior study has reported a low utilization
of the ICD-9-CM V codes, the predecessor of the ICD-10-CM Z
codes, based on inpatient discharge data from 2013.[15] Our
study fills important knowledge gaps beyond the scope of that
study because:
2

(1)
 the Z codes were expanded to cover more SDOH aspects than
the V codes,
(2)
 the prior study only included inpatient data whereas our
study included more encounter types, and
(3)
 our study includedmultiple years of EHRdata, encompassing
February 2018, the month when Z code reporting by all
clinicians was officially approved.

2. Methods

2.1. Data source

This study was approved by the University of Florida
Institutional Review Board. We obtained EHR data between
October 1, 2015, the date of ICD-10 implementation, and
October 31, 2019 (study period) from OneFlorida.[16] OneFlor-
ida contributing to the national Patient-Centered Clinical
Research Network funded by PCORI. As the largest health data
repository in Florida, the scale of OneFlorida data is ever-
growing with a collection of longitudinal and robust patient-level
records of ∼15 million Floridians and over 463 million
encounters, 917.6 million diagnoses, 1 billion prescribing
records, and 1.17 billion procedures as of December 2018.
OneFlorida follows the national Patient-Centered Clinical
Research Network Common Data Model, including patient
demographics, enrollment status, vital signs, conditions, encoun-
ters, diagnoses, procedures, medications, and lab results.
We have also obtained data indicative of SDOH at the zip code

or census tract level, including the Area Deprivation Index
(ADI),[17] and education attainment, employment, and poverty
data from the US Census Bureau’s American Community
Survey.[18] The ADI is an area-level metric that describes
neighborhood disadvantages in income, education, employment,
housing quality, and other socioeconomic variables. It allows
rankings of neighborhoods by socioeconomic status disadvan-
tage, and can be used to inform health care delivery and policy. A
higher ADI score indicates greater risks of deprivation, higher
vulnerability, or SDOH problems.
2.2. ICD-10-CM Z Codes for SDOH

In the ICD-10-CM, the Z codes for SDOH are grouped into 9
categories: Z55 (Problems related to education and literacy), Z56
(Problems related to employment and unemployment), Z57
(Occupational exposure to risk factors), Z59 (Problems related to
housing and economic circumstances), Z60 (Problems related to
social environment), Z62 (Problems related to upbringing), Z63
(Other problems related to primary support group, including
family circumstances), Z64 (Problems related to certain psycho-
social circumstances), and Z65 (Problems related to other
psychosocial circumstances). We summarized these codes and the
descriptions of the corresponding risk factors in Table 1.
2.3. Statistical Analysis

We examined the Z code utilization at both the encounter and the
patient level. First, at the encounter level, we identified all
encounters in the OneFlorida EHR data during the study period
(October 1, 2015 – October 31, 2019). The ICD-10-CM Z code
utilization rate was defined as the number of encounters with an
SDOH Z code per 10,000 encounters. We calculated the
utilization rate overall as well as stratifying by age group, sex,



Table 1

Social determinants of health ICD-10-CM code categories.

ICD-10-CM code category Risk factors

Z55 – Problems related to education and literacy Illiteracy, schooling unavailable, underachievement in a school, educational maladjustment and discord
with teachers and classmates.

Z56 – Problems related to employment and unemployment Unemployment, change of job, threat of job loss, stressful work schedule, discord with boss and
workmates, uncongenial work environment, sexual harassment on the job, and military deployment
status.

Z57 – Occupational exposure to risk factors Occupational exposure to noise, radiation, dust, environmental tobacco smoke, toxic agents in
agriculture, toxic agents in other industries, extreme temperature, and vibration.

Z59 – Problems related to housing and economic circumstances Homelessness, inadequate housing, discord with neighbors, lodgers and landlord, problems related to
living in residential institutions, lack of adequate food and safe drinking water, extreme poverty, low
income, insufficient social insurance and welfare support.

Z60 – Problems related to social environment Adjustment to life-cycle transitions, living alone, acculturation difficulty, social exclusion and rejection,
target of adverse discrimination and persecution.

Z62 – Problems related to upbringing Inadequate parental supervision and control, parental overprotection, upbringing away from parents,
child in welfare custody, institutional upbringing, hostility towards and scapegoating of child,
inappropriate excessive parental pressure, personal history of abuse in childhood, personal history of
neglect in childhood, Z62.819 Personal history of unspecified abuse in childhood, Parent-child
conflict, and sibling rivalry.

Z63 – Other problems related to primary support group, including
family circumstances

Absence of family member, disappearance and death of family member, disruption of family by
separation and divorce, dependent relative needing care at home, stressful life events affecting family
and household, stress on family due to return of family member from military deployment, alcoholism
and drug addiction in family.

Z64 – Problems related to certain psychosocial circumstances Unwanted pregnancy, multiparity, and discord with counselors.
Z65 – Problems related to other psychosocial circumstances Conviction in civil and criminal proceedings without imprisonment, imprisonment and other incarceration,

release from prison, other legal circumstances, victim of crime and terrorism, and exposure to
disaster, war and other hostilities.

ICD-10-C = International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification.
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race/ethnicity, encounter type, payer, and site type, respectively.
Sites in OneFlorida were grouped into academic and non-
academic. Differences in the rates across categories in the
stratifying variables were tested using chi-squared tests. Second,
at the patient level, we calculated the percentage of unique
patients in the OneFlorida EHRs who had any of the Z codes or
each of the Z codes overall as well as stratifying by age group, sex,
race/ethnicity, and site type. Differences in the percentages across
categories in the stratifying variables were tested using chi-
squared tests. Lastly, to explore whether the use of Z codes in the
EHRs was reflective of greater social problems measured in the
neighborhoods (zip code), we
(1)
 examined whether having the Z codes was associated with
high ADI using logistic regression, and
(2)
 compared the rates of Z code to the rates of corresponding
social problems reported in the US census.

In the logistic models, the dependent variable was ADI, and the
independent variables included the presence of a Z code, age,
gender, race/ethnicity, and number of visits. We used the 90th
percentile as the cutoff point for ADI to define patients who had
SDOH problems.[19] For social problems reported in the US
census, we obtained data on education attainment (rates of 5th
grade or less education), employment (unemployment rate), and
poverty (poverty rate).
3. Results

We summarized the utilization rates (per 10,000 encounters) for
the SDOH Z codes in Table 2. In the over 710 million encounters
identified, the overall Z codes utilization rate was 270.61 per
10,000 encounters. The most commonly used category of Z
codes was Z59, problems related to housing and economic
3

circumstances, for which the utilization rate was 265.28 per
10,000 encounters. The utilization rates ranged from 0.07 to 1.24
per 10,000 encounters for the other categories of SDOH Z codes.
Since the reporting guideline was changed in February 2018, the
overall SDOH Z codes utilization rate increased from 255.62 to
292.79 per 10,000 encounters (P< .001). On the other hand, the
increase in utilizationwasnot consistent across the code categories.
The utilization rates increased for Z55 (P< .001), Z59 (P< .001),
Z60 (P< .001), Z62 (P< .001), and Z63 (P< .001), but decreased
for Z56 (P< .001) and Z64 (P< .001).
Across the age groups, the utilization rate for the SDOH Z

codes was the highest among adults aged 65 years or older
(933.12 per 10,000 encounters). This rate was significantly
higher than that among adults aged 18–64 (139.11 per 10,000
encounters; P< .001) and children (11.35 per 10,000 encounters;
P< .001). Among adults, the most commonly used Z code
category was Z59, with the rate being 931.48 and 135.40 per
10,000 encounters for adults aged 18 to 64 and adults aged 65
years or older, respectively. Among children, the most commonly
used Z code categories were Z55, problems related to education
and literacy (3.81 per 10,000 encounters), and Z62, problems
related to upbringing (3.24 per 10,000 encounters). Further, the
SDOH Z codes utilization rate was significantly higher among
women compared to men (313.23 vs 210.27 per 10,000
encounters; P< .001). Across the race-ethnic groups, the SDOH
Z codes utilization rate was the highest amongHispanics (338.77
per 10,000 encounters), followed by non-Hispanic whites
(265.14 per 10,000 encounters). The rate was significantly lower
among non-Hispanic blacks (195.17 per 10,000 encounters) and
other races (87.48 per 10,000 encounters).
Across the encounter types, the utilization rate for the SDOHZ

codes was 12.60, 6.62, 7.17, and 1469.99 per 10,000 encounters
for ED, inpatient, outpatient, and other type visits, respectively.

http://www.md-journal.com


Table 2

Encounter-level rates of social determinants of health Z code assignment in OneFlorida.

Encounters
(N)

Overall
rate

Z55
Problems
related to
education

and
literacy

Z56
Problems
related to

employment
and

unemployment

Z57
Occupational
exposure to
risk factors

Z59
Problems
related

to housing
and

economic
circumstances

Z60
Problems
related
to social

environment

Z62
Problems
related to
upbringing

Z63 Other
problems
related to
primary
support
group,

including
family

circumstances

Z64
Problems
related to
certain

psychosocial
circumstances

Z65 Problems
related to
other

psychosocial
circumstances

Overall 710,960,910 270.61 1.24 0.24 0.07 265.28 0.77 1.17 1.15 0.22 0.47
Period
< 02/2018 424,320,731 255.62 1.16 0.23 0.07 250.68 0.73 1.05 1.00 0.23 0.47
≥ 02/2018 286,640,179 292.79 1.35 0.24 0.07 286.91 0.82 1.35 1.36 0.20 0.48

Age group
<18 211,469,618 11.35 3.81 0.01 0.02 0.73 0.70 3.24 2.10 0.01 0.73

18–65 347,699,582 139.11 0.15 0.46 0.12 135.40 0.74 0.42 0.90 0.44 0.48
>=65 151,771,513 933.12 0.14 0.04 0.03 931.48 0.92 0.03 0.38 0.00 0.10
Unknown 20,197 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Gender
Female 422,294,679 312.23 0.76 0.21 0.06 307.46 0.71 1.12 1.17 0.37 0.37
Male 287,886,647 210.27 1.95 0.27 0.09 204.12 0.85 1.26 1.11 0.00 0.62
Unknown 779,584 6.98 0.01 0.08 1.26 5.26 0.03 0.09 0.19 0.04 0.03

Race
NHW 268,719,239 265.14 0.76 0.27 0.09 259.62 0.93 1.48 1.35 0.16 0.47
NHB 168,891,955 195.17 1.08 0.29 0.05 190.05 0.60 1.21 1.02 0.27 0.61
Hispanics 171,274,075 338.77 2.16 0.15 0.05 333.40 0.47 0.71 1.07 0.35 0.40
Other 9,592,384 87.48 0.97 0.30 0.42 82.85 0.42 0.96 1.02 0.17 0.38
Unknown 92,483,257 317.03 1.23 0.19 0.07 311.90 1.17 1.08 0.93 0.08 0.37

Encounter Type
ED 94,710,071 12.60 0.05 0.79 0.11 9.21 0.25 0.67 0.92 0.03 0.56
Inpatient 137,620,589 6.62 0.08 0.24 0.02 2.92 0.47 1.52 0.78 0.19 0.40
Outpatient 350,895,081 7.17 2.18 0.16 0.10 0.65 0.36 1.28 1.53 0.32 0.59
Unknown 127,735,169 1469.99 0.78 0.02 0.04 1464.78 2.58 0.89 0.65 0.11 0.15

Payer Type
Medicare 133,863,902 1259.96 0.18 0.11 0.02 1257.18 2.01 0.07 0.27 0.01 0.12
Medicaid 418,826,048 53.96 1.78 0.24 0.03 47.47 0.51 1.75 1.32 0.31 0.55
Other Public 2,791,370 3.64 0.27 0.04 0.10 2.44 0.09 0.19 0.29 0.01 0.22
Private 28,999,308 3.87 0.14 0.24 0.26 1.65 0.10 0.24 0.88 0.13 0.23
No Payer 3,768,826 22.25 0.09 0.64 0.17 18.83 0.21 0.49 1.48 0.02 0.33
Other 3,601,529 6.70 0.01 0.21 0.68 2.68 0.31 1.82 0.57 0.03 0.39
Unknown 119,109,927 7.55 0.87 0.37 0.20 2.51 0.46 0.65 1.60 0.19 0.69

Site type
Academic 107,921,493 8.18 0.98 0.42 0.21 2.46 0.51 0.71 1.88 0.23 0.79
Non-academic 603,039,417 317.57 1.28 0.20 0.05 312.32 0.81 1.26 1.01 0.22 0.42

ED= emergency department, NHB=non-Hispanic black, NHW=non-Hispanic white.
All rates are per 10,000.
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All the Z code categories were used significantly more often
during outpatient visits compared to ED and inpatients visits. For
all the encounter types, Z59 was the most commonly used Z code
category. Across the payers, the utilization rate for the SDOH Z
codes was the highest for Medicare (1259.96 per 10,000
encounters) and the lowest for private payers (3.87 per 10,000
encounters) and other public payers (3.64 per 10,000 encoun-
ters). Z59 was the most commonly used Z code category across
all the payer types. In addition, the overall utilization rate for the
SDOH Z codes was significantly higher in non-academic health
centers (317.57 per 10,000 encounters) compared with academic
health centers (8.18 per 10,000 encounters).
At the patient level, a total of 8,789,207 unique patients were

identified in the OneFlorida data during the study period. We
summarized the number of patients who had records on any of
the 9 categories of Z codes in Table 3. Overall, 2.03% of the
patients had at least 1 Z code reported. Themost commonZ code
was Z59, with 0.89% of the patients reporting problems related
to housing and economic circumstances. The utilization rates
ranged from 0.03% to 0.32% for the other categories of SDOHZ
codes.
Across the age groups, the utilization rate for the SDOH Z

codes was the highest among adults aged 65 years or older
(3.27%). This rate was significantly higher than that among
4

adults aged 18 to 64 (1.89%; P< .001) and children (1.82%;
P< .001). Among adults, the most commonly used Z code
category was Z59, 1.06% for adults aged 18 to 64, and 2.98%
for adults aged 65 years or older, respectively. Among children,
the most commonly used Z code categories were Z55, problems
related to education and literacy (0.71%). Different from findings
at encounter level, the SDOH Z codes utilization rate was higher
among men compared to women (2.20% vs 1.94%; P< .001).
Across the race-ethnic groups, the SDOHZ codes utilization rate
was the highest among non-Hispanic whites (2.40%), followed
by non-Hispanic Black (2.20%). The rate was significantly lower
among Hispanics (1.64%) and other races (0.73%). In addition,
the overall utilization rate for the SDOHZ codes was higher non-
academic health centers (2.23%) compared with academic health
centers (1.22%).
We summarized results from the logistic regression in Table 4.

Compared to those with no Z code, patients who had any Z code
were more likely to have a high ADI (OR=1.65; 95% CI: 1.62–
1.68). For the association between each of individual Z code and
ADI, patients with the Z codeweremore likely to have a high ADI
compared to patients without the Z code, except for Z55,
problems related to education and literacy (OR=0.90; 95% CI:
0.85–0.95), and Z57, occupational exposure to risk factors,
(OR=0.98; 95% CI: 0.82–1.18).



Table 3

Patient-level rates of social determinants of health Z code assignment in OneFlorida.

Number of
Patients (N)

Any
Z code

Z55
Problems
related to
education

and
literacy

Z56 Problems
related to

employment
and

unemployment

Z57
Occupational
exposure to
risk factors

Z59
Problems
related

to housing
and

economic
circumstances

Z60
Problems
related to
social

environment

Z62
Problems
related to
upbringing

Z63 Other
problems
related to
primary
support
group,

including
family

circumstances

Z64
Problems
related to
certain

psychosocial
circumstances

Z65 Problems
related to
other

psychosocial
circumstances

Overall 8,789,207 2.03% 0.31% 0.10% 0.03% 0.89% 0.09% 0.26% 0.32% 0.07% 0.13%
Age group
<18 3,665,305 1.89% 0.71% 0.01% 0.01% 0.08% 0.11% 0.51% 0.46% 0.00% 0.15%
18–65 4,052,366 1.82% 0.02% 0.19% 0.05% 1.06% 0.06% 0.11% 0.24% 0.15% 0.13%
>=65 1,071,536 3.27% 0.01% 0.02% 0.02% 2.98% 0.08% 0.10% 0.14% 0.00% 0.05%

Gender
Female 4,883,985 1.94% 0.20% 0.09% 0.02% 0.83% 0.08% 0.28% 0.34% 0.12% 0.11%
Male 3,758,489 2.20% 0.45% 0.01% 0.03% 1.00% 0.09% 0.26% 0.30% 0.00% 0.15%
Unknown 146,733 0.35% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.28% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00%

Race
NHW 3,131,211 2.40% 0.21% 0.12% 0.03% 1.18% 0.10% 0.37% 0.40% 0.05% 0.14%
NHB 1,762,672 2.20% 0.31% 0.13% 0.02% 0.90% 0.10% 0.30% 0.34% 0.09% 0.20%
Hispanics 2,462,138 1.64% 0.47% 0.05% 0.02% 0.56% 0.06% 0.13% 0.25% 0.11% 0.08%
Other 230,091 0.73% 0.08% 0.06% 0.07% 0.24% 0.05% 0.08% 0.14% 0.01% 0.06%
Unknown 1,203,095 1.83% 0.27% 0.08% 0.02% 0.90% 0.08% 0.24% 0.26% 0.02% 0.09%

Site type
Academic 1,382,291 1.22% 0.12% 0.11% 0.06% 0.38% 0.06% 0.11% 0.30% 0.02% 0.17%
Non-academic 7,237,328 2.23% 0.34% 0.09% 0.02% 1.01% 0.09% 0.30% 0.33% 0.08% 0.12%

NHB=non-Hispanic black, NHW=non-Hispanic white3.
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We summarized the rates of selected Z codes and their
corresponding social problems reported in the US Census
Bureau’s 2017 American Community Survey in Table 5.
According to the US Census, an estimated 1.9% of the adults
had 5th grade or less education in Florida. In contrast, a mere
0.31% of the adult patients in the OneFlorida network received a
code of Z55, problems related to education and literacy, between
2015–2019. A similar under-reporting of Z codes for employ-
ment and poverty data. The estimated unemployment rate in
2017 was 7.2% in Florida, whereas Z56, problems related to
employment and unemployment, was only recorded for 0.10%of
the adults in OneFlorida between 2015 to 2019. Further, it was
estimated that 13% of the adults in Florida had an income below
the federal poverty level. However, Z59, problems related to
housing and economic circumstances, was only recorded for
0.89% of the adults in OneFlorida between 2015–2019. The
percentage of the adults in OneFlorida with the Z codes was
Table 4

Adjusted odds ratios for comparing area deprivation index
between those with and without Z code.

High vs. Low ADI
With vs. Without Z code Adjusted OR

Any Z code 1.65 (1.62, 1.68)
Z55 0.90 (0.85, 0.95)
Z56 2.27 (2.13, 2.42)
Z57 0.98 (0.82, 1.18)
Z59 1.90 (1.85, 1.95)
Z60 1.20 (1.10, 1.31)
Z62 1.77 (1.70, 1.85)
Z63 1.53 (1.46, 1.59)
Z64 1.53 (1.40, 1.67)
Z65 3.31 (3.16, 3.46)

ADI=Area Deprivation Index, OR=Odds Ratio.
High means > 90th percentile; Low means � 90th percentile.
ORs were adjusted for age, gender, race/ethnicity, and number of visits.
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consistently lower than the rates of corresponding social
problems reported in the US Census Bureau across the gender
and race subgroups.
4. Discussion

In this study, we examined the utilization of the ICD-10-CM Z
codes in the EHRs from a large PCORI-funded clinical data
research networks. Although the Z codes have existed for a few
years now, we found a low rate of utilization for these codes that
could help document the social and environmental factors in the
EHRs.We also found that the rate of utilization for these Z codes
increased since the official approval of Z code reporting from all
clinicians, not just the physicians, involved in the care of a patient
by the AHA Coding Clinic and ICD-10-CM Official Guidelines
for Coding and Reporting became effective in February 2018.
Our results from the regression models show that the presence

of the Z codes is associated with a high ADI, except for Z55
problems related to education and literacy and Z57 occupational
exposure to risk factors. First, the non-significant relationship
between Z57 and the ADI is expected since the ADI does not
consider variables related to occupational exposure to risk
factors. Further, many risk factors for Z55 are specific for
children, such as underachievement in a school, educational
maladjustment and discord with teachers and classmates, which
might have led to the reversed ADI-Z55 relationship. Second, the
significant relationships between the Z codes (other than Z57)
and the ADI suggest that the presence of the Z codes is reflective
of the variations in social problems in the population.
Neighborhoods (zip codes) that are of high deprivation or high
social vulnerability have higher rates of patients reporting the
SDOH Z codes.
On the other hand, although the Z codes are reflective of the

variations in social problems in the population, they are severely
underutilized considering the published rates of certain social
problems. The rates of the selected Z codes were significantly
and consistently lower than the rates of corresponding social
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Table 5

Comparing Z codes data to US Census data.

Z55 Problems related to
education and literacy

Education attainment
(5th grade or less)

∗

Z56 Problems related to
employment and
unemployment

Unemployment
rate†

Z59 Problems related to
housing and economic

circumstances

Individual income
is below

poverty level†

Overall 0.31% 1.90% 0.10% 7.2% 0.89% 13.0%
Gender
Male 0.45% 1.98% 0.01% 6.8% 1.00% 14.4%
Female 0.20% 1.82% 0.9% 6.8% 0.83% 16.5%

Race
NHW 0.21% 0.12% 6.0% 1.18% 10.9%
NHB 0.31% 0.13% 11.8% 0.90% 24.8%
Hispanics 0.47% 0.05% 6.9% 0.56% 19.8%
Other 0.08% 0.06% 8.0% 0.24% 21.1%

∗
Education attainment data obtained from census 2000.

† Employment and poverty data were obtained from ACS 2007.
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problems (education, unemployment, and poverty) reported by
the US Census Bureau. One reason for the underutilization of the
Z codes in the EHRs is that clinicians are simply not screening for
social problems in the clinical setting. Screening for health-related
social problems is fundamentally different from screening for
traditional medical problems, for which many screening and
diagnostic tools are available. While clinicians are aware of the
importance of SDOH on health, most of them have inadequate
training on how to respectfully extract information related the
sensitive SDOH issues, such as housing insecurity and unem-
ployment, from their patients and how to respond to patients’
concerns. Further, screening for SDOH can detect adverse social
circumstances that require resources beyond the scope of clinical
care. Resources for resolving the social needs are often scarce, and
clinicians do not always know the available referral resources for
the detected needs. Garg et al. warned about the unintended
consequences of screening for SDOH in clinical care, especially
when referral resources are unavailable for addressing the
identified social needs.[20] As a result, clinicians are often
uncomfortable inquiring about patients’ social problems.
Another reason for the underutilization of the Z codes in the
EHRs is that, in some cases, clinicians do document SDOH in
routine care, but they do so in clinical notes more often than using
the Z codes. In a recent study, Navathe et al evaluated the
prevalence of 7 social factors using both clinical notes and
structured EHR data and found that all 7 factors were identified
at significantly higher rates in clinical notes.[21] For example, the
prevalence of poor social support increased from 0.4%using ICD
codes and structured EHR data to 16.0% using clinical notes.
This observed disconnect may be because clinicians often times
do not perceive these social problems as directly affecting clinical
care, and assigning an appropriate ICD code to the identified
social problem requires additional effort with no incentives.
Nonetheless, advanced methods such as natural language
processing (NLP) are increasingly used to identify SDOH in
clinical notes.
To promote Z code use and better document SDOH in EHRs,

providing clear coding guidelines can be a useful first step as we
show that Z code use has increased since the AHA recommen-
dation. However, solely relying on these encounter-level Z codes
for SDOHdocumentationmay not be the best strategy for several
reasons. First, the Z codes only cover a subset of all SDOH
factors. Second, ICD code use in EHRs is often driven by billing
needs, limiting the use of EHRs for other purposes. Third,
documenting SDOH at the encounter-level can be impractical
due to clinical workflow constraints such as limited visit time.
Improvements in EHR systems (e.g., allowing documenting some
6

SDOH in patients’ social history) are needed to support a holistic
and systematic approach for tracking SDOH.
4.1. Limitations

Our study has a few limitations. When analyzing the association
between Z code utilization and ADI, we correlated patients’
individual level data with the neighborhood level measurement
and made broad assumptions on ADI over time and space. For
instance, the particular ADI measurement used in our analysis
was constructed based on American Community Survey (ACS) 5
year estimates in 2011 to 2015. Also, due to the lack of
residential mobility data, we used a single zip-code over all
encounters, which may have introduced non-differential
misclassification.
5. Conclusions

Although there is an increasing recognition of the importance of
SDOH and calls for clinicians to document and attend to these
factors in the EHRs, the SDOH Z codes are rarely used by
clinicians. Providing clear guidelines and incentives for doc-
umenting the Z codes can promote their use in EHRs.
Improvements in the EHR systems are probably needed to better
document SDOH.
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